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To celebrate the 110th anniversary of its construction, Postman
Cheval’s Ideal Palace is pleased to host the exhibition The dream
of water, imagined by the artist Jean-Michel Othoniel. Created
especially for this unique place, the exhibition will be held, for
the first time, within the Palace itself and in the garden.
Inspired by the preparatory drawings of Postman Cheval,
Jean-Michel Othoniel’s intervention appeals to the senses and
summons the marvellous to bring Postman Cheval’s dream to
life: for the Palace to be animated by water features, fountains
and waterfalls.
In a perfect dialogue, Jean Michel Othoniel has created works
all around and inside the Palace, drawing inspiration from the
forms designed by Postman Cheval. Invited by the Director of the
Ideal Palace, Frédéric Legros, Jean-Michel Othoniel has taken
up the challenge of bringing his work subtly into the unique
creations of Postman Cheval. Two singular artistic universes
meet between sculpture, construction and architectural follies.

Jean-Michel Othoniel and the Ideal Palace,
a childhood fascination
Internationally renowned, Jean-Michel Othoniel (born in Saint
Etienne in 1964) is one of the most celebrated artists of his
generation.
Among other things, he is the author of the Kiosque des
Noctambules in Paris at the Palais-Royal metro station and
of the installations at the Bosquet du Théâtre d’eau (Water
Theatre Grove) at Versailles. His work is expressed with poetry
through the creation of glass and is part of the tradition of
master glassmakers from Murano, with whom he collaborates
to create immense ensembles that enter into a dialogue with
gardens and heritage sites around the world.
After the Louvre Museum, the Angoulême Cathedral and
the National Museum of Qatar, Jean-Michel Othoniel is now
coming to the Postman Cheval’s Ideal Palace to present an
original creation for the place he visited as a child.
«My mother and I were going on holiday in the Drôme. We
were nomads for a long period without my father, who stayed
at the factory for work. Hauterives was a cultural destination
for this curious young teacher and her son. It was in the late
1960s; I was six years old. The castle of giants, sand, shells,
dust, sun, coolness, caves, laughter and silence and getting lost
in the mystery of childhood.

It is encapsulated by the sound of footsteps on the gravel, the dizzying heights of the belvederes, the fear of the
labyrinth, playing, running, looking and looking for yourself to understand where you are and where you come from,
learning to accept popular magic and the exoticism of storybooks as an only daydream. I can’t wait to surprise Ferdinand
Cheval, to lose myself again in the mysteries of childhood, in the world apart of youth and in the joy of knowing how
to live and end my life. »
A global artistic endeavour stemming from two elemental principles, quintessential to the Ideal Palace, water and
light
At the Ideal Palace, Jean-Michel Othoniel is using the caves, niches and steep detours that he discovered and explored
as a child. The idea of transforming and sublimating the material, the importance of the imagination but also of the
process of re-enchantment of reality which is at the heart of his work plays harmoniously with the work of Ferdinand
Cheval, creating a fantastic visit route.
Thus, the caves, alcoves and convolutions of the Ideal Palace shelter precious jewels, incandescent bricks, giant pearls
and other treasures imagined by the artist.
In this intimate dialogue with the «Temple of Nature», that is the Ideal Palace, the artist makes water and light his
favoured materials and, for the first time since Postman Cheval, he has imagined water installations that will allow
visitors to experience something as close as possible to that conceived and desired by Ferdinand Cheval. Fountains,
ponds and springs are awakened from their long slumber for the duration of the «The Dream of Water» exhibition.
Built for the most part at night by candlelight, the Ideal Palace was designed by Postman Cheval to play with the
changing light of day and the variations of the seasons. It is with this same intention that Jean-Michel Othoniel has
produced several works playing with light and interpreting the history of the Ideal Palace. Thus, Ferdinand Cheval
accumulated stones, but some of them did not find a place in his Palace. He kept them and placed them in what he
called the «Antideluvian Museum». This is the first time an artist has been invited into this veritable reliquary. Behind
the gates designed by Postman Cheval to protect his treasure of stones, Jean-Michel Othoniel has placed Oracle, a
sculpture of golden bricks made in India, which equally evokes construction, the Sacred and Wanderlust.
Further on, penetrating into the heart of the building, the artist has conceived two light sculptures that recreate the
shape of the stumbling block, the stone that gave rise to the Ideal Palace. Reproduced here in glass and suspended
from hooks placed by Ferdinand Cheval, the light illuminates the sculpted ceilings and walls.
Jean-Michel Othoniel has created six stained glass windows that colour the light entering the gallery of the Ideal
Palace. Their patterns refer back to the forms shared by the two artists, inspired by nature and its profusion. Created
especially for the site, they come to find an ideal place under the sentence written by hand by the illustrious Postman
«Where dream becomes reality».
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Postman
Cheval
APRIL 1879 - a rural postman then aged 43 stumbles upon a stone so strange while making his rounds that it sparks a dream.

Self-taught, he will devote 33 years of his life to building a «Fairy Palace» on his own in his vegetable garden, inspired by nature,
postcards and the first illustrated magazines that he distributes.
Traveling about 30 kilometres on foot every day for his rounds, he will pick up stones on his way, helped by
his trusty wheelbarrow.
«The work of one man», his Dream Palace was completed in 1912.

Work
of a lifetime, of a sole man
The universe of Ferdinand Cheval surprises visitors at the bend of a street in the village of Hauterives.

In a lush garden, Postman Cheval imagined his Palace populated by an incredible bestiary (octopus, deer, leopards, elephants,
birds, etc.), but also three giants, fairies and mythological characters among exotic vegetation and architectures from every
continent, a whole world combining East and West.

AConsidered
unique apalace
major work by the greatest painters and sculptors for more than a century, this palace has welcomed both

prestigious visitors and illustrious strangers.
Today, its admirers come from the six corners of France and around the world to discover this stone labyrinth like no other.
The Ideal Palace was listed as a Historic Monument in 1969 by André Malraux, then Minister of Culture, as a masterpiece of naïve
art.
In 2019, the Ideal Palace welcomed 305,000 visitors. In 2021, despite 4.5 months of closure due to the health crisis, the work of
the Postman Cheval attracted 190,000 visitors.

Practical informations
The Ideal Palace is located in the center of the village, at 8 rue du Palais in
Hauterives, Drôme.
At 1h15 by car from Lyon, 45 min from Valence and 1h from Grenoble.

Opening Hours
The Ideal Palace welcomes visitors every day, including sundays and
holidays except on 25/12 et 01/01 and from the 15/01 to 31/01 included.
January : 9h30 - 16h30
February > Mars : 9h30 - 17h30
April > June : 9h30 - 18h30
July > August : 9h00 - 18h30
September : 9h30 - 18h30
October > November : 9h30 - 17h30
December : 9h30 -16h30

Entrance Fees
Adult 9,50€
Child 5,50€ (free for children under 6 years old)
Reduced fee 6,50€ (disabled persons, job seekers and students under 26 years old)

Contact informations
Palais idéal du facteur Cheval
8, rue du Palais - CS 10008 - 26390 Hauterives - Drôme
Phone : +33 4 75 68 81 19
contact@facteurcheval.com
Booking recommended
www.facteurcheval.com
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